USE CASE

Manufacturing EH&S Protection
Write, approve and distribute EH&S policies and procedures with PolicyTech®
Train to prevent EH&S incidents with NAVEXEngage®
Gather, track and investigate EH&S concerns with EthicsPoint®
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Process: Cover All Your EH&S Bases
Automate to ensure policies and procedures are regularly reviewed, updated and attested to with PolicyTech. Plus,
give your employees in the office or on the floor easy access to all current policies and procedures, with a single,
centralized database with mobile-friendly viewing capabilities.
Train your workforce on EH&S issues with short and impactful courses that quickly outline key messages and get
your employees back to work. All of NAVEX Global’s training courses are regularly reviewed and legally-vetted by
the industry-leading law firm, Baker Makenzie.
EH&S concerns represent risks and deserve the same level of diligence as accounting or business integrity
concerns. With EthicsPoint you can collect and address all of your workforce incidents in a single platform.
Investigations are consistent and centralized, and analytics provide early insights into the root cause of problems
to prevent larger issues.

Benefits
Keep Your Employees Up to Date
PolicyTech’s automated workflow makes it easy to keep all of your policies and procedures up-to-date, and ensures nothing
is forgotten. Built-in version control ensures employees are only attesting to your newest policies and procedures. Pair it with
NAVEXEngage training which can also be set to an automated cadence to ensure your top concerns are top-of-mind for your
workforce as well.
Audit-Ready Reporting
Each of NAVEX Global’s solutions are built with audit-ready reporting features to show who has attested to policies and
procedures and what training has been completed. EthicsPoint’s reporting provides quick insights into your entire program’s risks,
whether those incidents were reported via hotline, managers or web intake.

ABOUT NAVEX GLOBAL
NAVEX Global’s comprehensive suite of ethics and compliance software, content and services helps organizations protect their people,
reputation and bottom line. Trusted by 95 of the FORTUNE 100 and more than 12,500 clients, our solutions are informed by the largest
ethics and compliance community in the world.
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